In view of the LHC upgrade for the High Luminosity Phase (HL-LHC), the ATLAS experiment is planning to replace the Inner Detector with an all-Silicon system. The n-in-p bulk technology represents a valid solution for the modules of most of the layers, given the significant radiation hardness of this option and the reduced cost. The large area necessary to instrument the outer layers will demand to tile the sensors, a solution for which the inefficient region at the border of each sensor needs to be reduced to the minimum size. This paper reports on a joint R&D project by the ATLAS LPNHE Paris group and FBK Trento on a novel n-in-p edgeless planar pixel design, based on the deep-trench process available at FTK.
Introduction 1
To extend the physics reach of the LHC, accelerator upgrades 2 are planned during the next ten years which will finally increase 3 the integrated luminosity to more than 3000 fb −1 and the pile-up 4 per bunch-crossing by a factor 5 to 10. The price of this lumi-5 nosity improvement will be a severe increase in occupancy and 6 un-precedented radiation damage conditions which will require 7 to upgrade the detectors and in particular their tracking systems.
8
The ATLAS experiment has already defined a roadmap, based duced; the n-in-n nature of the sensors, in which pixels and 41 guard rings are on opposite faces, has also allowed to push the 42 first row of pixels inside the guard-ring area.
43
The new sensors used in the HL-LHC upgrade will be pos- easily biased for test before the bump-bonding to the readout 113 electronics. Finally the metal will be removed by wet etching.
114
Figure 2: Schematic view of the sensor structure in proximity of the edge. The bias tab, the guard rings (when present) and the first pixel are sketched.
The wafer layout 115
The FE-I4 [16] The doped regions (n + for the pixels and the guard-rings and p The inter-pixel capacitance has also been measured with ded-186 icated test structures which had been added to the wafer layout.
187
In these structures a central pixel is surrounded by neighbour- 
Charge collection efficiency
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The simulation of electric field inside the buld indicates that 
